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In 1942, over 8,000 Canadians were detained in barns at Hastings Park 

--the effects, and memories haunt us to this day.
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Director's notes

Team

 Nicole Yukiko - collaborator -  is a Vancouver-based performer 
and creator with a BFA in acting from UBC.  As a storyteller, her 
goal is sharing the experiences of underrepresented 
communities.  She is proud to be part of this production in 
honour of her family & generations of Japanese-Canadians. 
 Follow her errant ramblings @nicoleyukiko

Brent Hirose - collaborator - is an actor, writer, director and 
improvisor. He co-founded Winnipeg's Theatre by the River, and is 
currently the co-Artistic Director of Vancouver's Instant Theatre 
with whom he regularly teaches and performs cutting edge 
narrative improv. He is honored to be a part of this production, and 
would like to dedicate his performance to Harold and Florence 
Hirose. Aishiteru.  

Daniel Deorksen - composer/collaborator - is an actor, composer 
and musician. He is a graduate of UBC with a BFA in Theatre, and 
Co-Artistic Producer of Seven Tyrants Theatre. Credits include 
Pride & Prejudice (Arts Club), Beggar’s Opera (7T) & TOUR 
(Universal Limited). His band Two Apple Tobacco was Runner Up 
Best Unsigned Band in the Best of Vancouver 2016. 

Joanna Garfinkel  - producer/collaborator - started Universal 
Limited when creating Tour for HIVE 3.  She collaborated on the 
NPRS in Yellowknife, has received the Pure Research grant for 
Nightswimming Theatre, Jessie nomination for Innovation, and 
won Sydney Risk award for directing. Upcoming: PTC Fringe New 
Play Prize, and VACT’s MSG lab.  joannagarfinkel.com

Yoshie Bancroft - producer/collaborator -  is a Jessie award winning 
actor, and creator based in Vancouver, drawn to theatre that 
explores neglected stories, inspires conversation and reflects an 
inclusive perspective.  She is grateful to be part of JP, and thankful 
for the immense help she received in creating this play.  
yoshiebancroft.com 

Sindy Angel......................................................................................collaborator 

Andrew Duffy.................................................................................touring set designer 

Shizuka Kai......................................................................................puppet designer 

Tosh Kitagawa................................................................................installation set builder 

Laura Fukumoto............................................................................contributor 

Carolyn Nakagawa.......................................................................contributor 

Cecile Roslin...................................................................................contributor 

Munish Sharma..............................................................................contributor 

Since Yoshie and I set out to make this piece over a year ago, we have met the 
incredible, resilient survivors and families who are grappling with the legacy 
of the Incarceration. What you see tonight is only a sampling of the powerful 
stories we are holding. Our country, province, and city’s legacies of racially- 
motivated uncompensated labour, exclusion and dispersal must never be 
forgotten. If this piece makes you want to be engaged in the public 
acknowledgement of the incarceration at Hastings Park, we urge you to get 
involved at hastingspark1942.ca  
We encourage your conversation after show, or in a note on the wall or in the 
box at the front. 

Thank you 
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Universal Limited is a collective (Previously: Tour in Vancouver, Victoria, and 
Toronto) who works to uncover hidden stories in unusual locations. We work 
collectively to write and design our shows as experiences that are accessible to 
all.
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